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Current wet gap crossing doctrine is becoming
dated in terms of the range and effects of enemy systems
that can impact the crossing area. The crossing doctrine
phases were developed as a product of WW II and refined
thru the Cold War as new system capabilities came
online. The phasing focused on clearing direct fires in the
assault across the gap and neutralizing the indirect fires
of the defending force. This approach defined a space
requirement called the bridgehead line that once secured
enabled bridging operations. Under MDO that line
becomes very gray, if it exists at all as a physical space.
It seems that under MDO, the bridgehead translates into
an effect that must be achieved thru shaping operations
and considers the full spectrum of MDO effects that can
influence the crossing. The gap crossing phases maintain
a tactical relevance but at the operational level require
the support of extensive shaping effects to execute. How
do we Set the Conditions, Control the Crossing Area,
Secure the Crossing Area and Continue Operations in an
operational context?
In the Gap #8 documentation it notes that a
heavy division crossing of a 400M wet gap requires a
minimum of 4 x Multi-Role Bridge Companies (MRBCs)
for 2 x lanes and 1 x additional MRBC for rafting (Total 5x
MRBCs, assuming BCTs in column. Two BCTs-up, oneback doctrinally requires 10x MRBCs.)

For a division crossing of 400m
the task organization of 5 MRBCs
distributes the resources to 1 MRBC
dedicated to rafting and 4 MRBCs
to establishing two bridge crossings.
This allows for the establishment of
two division bridge crossings each
supported by a rafting site to disperse
operations. This has the effect of
canalizing the crossings into two high
density traffic areas to generate the far
bank combat power to advance from the
far side. In MDO this has the potential
to generate a target rich environment for
enemy effects.
To reduce the congestion of
associated with a bridge crossing,
perhaps we (Engineers) should consider
modeling the impact of changing the
mission sets of the 5 MRBC task
organization. A recommendation would
redistribute the missions to 4 MRBCs
dedicated to rafting and 1 dedicated to
bridging and focus on crossing combat
power across a dispersed frontage
along the river to minimize congestion
at crossing sites and use dispersion
to negate the effects of precision area
weapons. This allows crossing sites
to be selected that are supported by
cross country avenues of approach to
minimize the dependance on crossings
that link directly into a road network
that is required to support a bridging
operation.
Set the Conditions
Since forces will be dispersed
across the maneuver space it is
important to generate the mass for
controlling the crossing using Corps
and division level shaping effects. The
question then becomes “can we use
the combination of dispersion combined
with shaping effects to mitigate the
possibility of having to conduct a
deliberate crossing?”
Control the Crossing Area Advance to
the Gap
The intent would be to advance
with two brigades forward across
the division front to keep maneuver
formations dispersed with each forward
brigade allocated 2 MRBCs. This task
organization allows each brigade to
establish 4 dispersed raft crossing sites.
Corps and Division shaping effects will
initially work the crossing area and deep
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targets that could influence the crossing
area. The MRBCs are positioned to
support the lead maneuver battalions
in rafting combat power across the gap.
Combat engineers are positioned forward
to support any breaching operations and
to provide the blade effort to construct
any needed combat roads and trails for
the rafting mission. 		
The selection of crossing sites is
more in line with requirements for a swim
crossing site than the traditional rafting
line. Each site should provide multiple
onload and off load sites along the near
and far banks to allow rafts to shift to
alternate load and off-load positioning to
mitigate the effects of fires.
Assault Across the Gap
As maneuver forces cross
the release line to the crossing area,

maneuver forces track into avenues
of approach that support the crossing.
Forward
reconnaissance
elements
identify any obstacles and combat
engineers move to the breach as forward
maneuver elements position to provide
support by fire for the breach and
crossing. Breaches are opened along
existing roads designated to support the
crossing or combat roads constructed to
support the raft build.
Combat elements capable of
swimming cross at the selected sites
and provide far bank security during
the crossing. If no swim capability exist,
security forces will be rafted or boated
across to provide site security. MRBC
platoons deploy along avenues of
approach to support crossing combat
elements with a 3-raft crossing capability.
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The task organization of 2 MRBCs in support of
each forward brigade allows 4 dispersed crossing sites
to cross the lead maneuver battalions. The intent of the
crossing is to raft enough combat power across multiple
crossing sites to not just secure the far bank but to
extend combat operations across the gap in concert with
continuous shaping operations from Division and Corps.
The 5th MRBC is positioned to support future bridging and
can be used to support the division’s deception plan until
called forward to emplace the bridge.

Task Organizing and Avenue of Approach selection that enables dispersed maneuver
into the crossing area.

Advancing lead battalions secure the near side bank and breach crossing lanes
to support rafting operations.

MRBC Platoons are dispersed across the river front to create multiple crossing
points to reduce crossing congestion and provide a nominal in-stride crossing
capability.

Secure the Crossing Area Advance from the Far Side
As rafting lines come online, combat and
reconnaissance forces cross and continue the advance
along selected avenues of approach and continue to push
observation and sensors forward to support continued
shaping operations. Engineers improve the far bank
egress sites and extend combat roads to link into existing
road networks to support the crossing of maintenance and
support teams for maneuver forces. Brigade and Battalion
trains disperse across the near side of the crossing area
to raft resupply across the gap. Extended fuel lines are
deployed across select raft lines to pump fuel across the
gap from 5000 gal tankers to 2500 gal tankers supporting
the maneuvers elements across the gap. If the division can
establish 8 raft crossing sites dispersed across a several
miles of division front, it would have the potential of crossing
8 mechanized combat teams/hr (112 combat vehicles/hr).
The 4 MRBCs allocated to the lead brigades
distribute their 8 MRBC platoons to support raft crossing
sites for the brigade’s lead battalions and recon elements.
This distribution allows the maneuver brigades to maintain
their maneuver dispersion up to the crossing and the lead
battalions to conduct an in-stride rafting operation based
on the success of division and corps shaping operations in
the crossing area. Shaping operations will extend across
the area of influence to disrupt the enemy’s long-range
effects on the selected crossing sites. As stated earlier, the
selection criteria for the raft crossing sites will differ from
the traditional site parameters in that the site will have
more similarity to a swim crossing.
The site should support an avenue of approach that
extends across the crossing site in support of advancing
to the far side objectives. The avenue of approach should
provide the cross-country mobility to enable maneuver for
combat forces and a road network or the mobility to allow
the MRBC platoon to move to support the crossing.
Combat engineers may have to prepare the ingress
banks with a combat road to allow the platoon to place the
bays in the water. Their effort will then shift to preparing
combat trails to provide additional loading points to enable
dispersing the rafting operations to multiple aim points to
increase survivability. The far bank should be selected
that allows the rafts to off load at multiple locations along
the bank to disperse the offload sites. The focus will be
to push as many combat vehicles across as possible in
the shortest amount of time. The rafts will adjust offload
locations as the trafficability of the location deteriorates
beyond the capability of the combat vehicles to traffic or
ford. Selected crossing will be linked to proximity of the
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existing road networks to support future
bridging efforts.
A layout and crossing estimate
for a MRBC platoon is provided below.
The crossing times are based on a
400m crossing (Figure 6). The platoon
can provide 3 rafts with a 20-minute turn
time for each crossing. This provides the
ability to support 9 crossing per hour.
Operating along multiple dispersed
rafting lines reduces congestion for the
on-off load operations and provides the
alternative to shift rafting to another line
if one line comes under fire. The onload
sites should be a minimum of 50m apart
or adjusted to the identified threat to
mitigate the effects of incoming fires. As
operations progress, refueling lines can
be extended across the river at selected
sites to support the refueling of tactical
refueling trucks that were crossed to
support the continued maneuver of
the brigade. Small recovery, fuel and
ammo elements will be rafted forward to
support rearming and refueling. Piping

the fuel across designated crossing
reduces the requirement to raft the less
mobile 5000 gal tanker across the gap
until a bridge can be constructed.
Secure the Bridgehead
As forces advance from the
crossing area, key objectives and
terrain will be secured and the Corps
and Division shaping efforts extended
to set the conditions that will enable
a transition from rafting operations to
bridging to increase traffic flow and to
establish the LOC required to sustain
the division’s operations The MRBC
dedicated to bridging moves forward
to the designated primary bridging site.
Selected rafting sites are closed and
reposition to provide the additional bays
to support the primary bridging effort.
A secondary bridging site is opened at
a selected rafting site and additional
rafting locations are closed and
repositioned to support the build. Based
on the availability of the remaining
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bridge inventory select rafting sites
can remain operational to continue to
support dispersed operations or support
temporary diversions from the bridging
sites. Brigade and divisional trains
cross to support the division’s advance
and the LOCs enable resupply and the
movement of the Corps.
The question addressed is the
very question III Corps is trying to
figure out. How do we take advantage
of shaping operations to move wet gap
crossing from a deliberate operation
to just another element of maneuver?
Maintaining dispersion of the maneuver
force up to and through the crossing area
provides a reduced targeting signature.
Having the ability to select avenues of
approach that not only support mobility
but provide a measure of protection
in terms of screening and masking
movement also increase survivability.
Another key element then becomes
having the tools to select the optimum
crossing sites based on defined criteria
that align with the avenues of approach.
This whole concept is overtopped by
the development of understanding the
shaping effects that must be applied
and the results from these applications
required to enable the crossing.
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